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Loading in progress, 
boarding begins soon...



EASA SMS Q&A 
Webinar
- Please take your seats.

- Use the Sli.do or Youtube chat for questions.

- Material, recordings and answers will be 

posted on the Air Ops Community.

- Now, introducing our expert panel.



The management of 
safety is a journey to 
help us deal with a 
challenging and 
changing world. 

It's a journey we take 
together and we are by 
your side, always!

Lots of questions, many on Part 21/ 145

The key points are

Timeline: (2 years transition for full implementation)

Part 21: Applies 7 Mar 2023 - AMC in Summer 2022

Part 145: Applies 2 Dec 2022 - AMC in weeks

Applicability of SMS for Part 21 and CAW:

For: Part-CAMO, Part-145, Part-21 Subparts G and J

Not For: Alt Proc to DOA, Part 21 Subpart F, Part-CAO

Approach to the AMC: (Aligned across all domains 

and based on Air Ops and Part-CAMO)

For CAT: Part-CAMO has to be integrated into Air Ops 

For Part 145: Copy/Paste from Part-CAMO

For Part 21: Same principles, different reg structure



An integrated approach 
to SMS starts with 
compliance and builds 
on it to ensure safe and 
effective operations in 
a changing world.

Safety is the capacity to 
keep things safe and 
not the outcome

Integrate Compliance monitoring (QMS) and SMS 

Called the Management System

Integrated also extends to Security/ Cyber and others

To Integrate or not the choice of the organisation

One SMS per approval (not site) - can be connected

Same for SMS Manuals - they can be merged

Quality is about compliance

QMS, ISO 9000 etc

But this isn't enough to ensure nothing goes wrong

SMS is about achieving safe operations

What are your risks, how do you know, what are you 

doing about it, is it working? Compliance monitoring 

and safety management must work together



To your big questions



We finish this flight - but 
the journey will continue

- The Sli.do will be cleaned and will stay 

open, keep asking your questions. We will 

try our best to keep updating. 

- Information will be posted on the Air Ops 

Community so please join and keep 

updated as things change.

- More sessions like this will be held over 

the coming months. 


